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STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS IN DEFENDING
AND SETTLING A SUPERFUND CASE
Michael L. Iickok* and Joyce A. Padleschat**

Like other litigation, Superfund cases require defense counsel and
clients collectively to make a series of tactical judgments that have significant long term effects on the course of these lawsuits. However, unlike
other lawsuits, Superfund litigation must be conducted amid conflicting
statutory interpretations, congressional refinements and evolving Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) policy. There are three such judgments likely to arise in Superfund cases: first, whether to implead unsued
third parties; second, what, if any, bifurcation scheme should be proposed; and third, what, if any, role should be undertaken in developing
and implementing remedial measures. In each case the basis for resolving these questions depends on a variety of factors, including litigation
theories, technical remedial issues, relative client priorities and perspective of the trial judge. The decisions about impleader, bifurcation and
remedial participation are likely to influence the course of settlement negotiations. The multiple party/joint defense nature of these cases complicates making any judgments, often resulting in "litigation by
committee."
The purpose of this Article is to briefly identify factors warranting
consideration, without suggesting that any judgment would necessarily
be best in every case, or even in any particular case. A few preliminary
comments about the peculiarities of federal Superfund settlement policies
are necessary to put the questions of impleader, bifurcation and remedial
participation into context.
I. EPA

SUPERFUND SETTLEMENT POLICIES

EPA has issued an outline of its policies for settlement of Superfund
* Partner, McCutchen, Black, Verleger & Shea, Los Angeles, California. B.A. 1973,
Tulane University, J.D. 1976, Georgetown University Law Center. Mr. Hickok is vice chairman of the Toxic and Environmental Tort Litigation Committee in the Natural Resources
Section of the ABA. His environmental practice includes litigation, administrative representation and client counseling in air pollution and hazardous waste matters.
** Associate, McCutchen, Black, Verleger & Shea, Los Angeles, California. B.A. 1978,
J.D. 1983, University of California, Los Angeles.
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cases. Attached as an Appendix is a copy of the Interim CERCLA1 Set-

tlement Policy. The details of that settlement policy could be the subject
of an entire presentation.

That is not, however, the purpose here.

Rather, several somewhat atypical aspects of that policy now will be
briefly highlighted.

Defendants in Superfund cases should be aware of several ways in
which EPA's Superfund settlement policy, both as stated and as applied,
distinguishes these settlement negotiations from other types of litigation.

For instance, settlement offers for less than a "substantial portion" 2 of
the total alleged liability generally3 will not be entertained by EPA.4 In-

deed, in some cases settlement offers for anything less than 100% may be
rejected.'

This policy is problematical in the multiple-party context of

most Superfund cases because a substantial settlement offer may be
doomed by diverse litigation strategy or apportionment disagreements
among defendants. At the very least, settlements are usually dependent
upon defendants' group desires.'
That policy is complicated considerably because EPA may not have

determined the cost of an ultimate remedy for sites when litigation is
initiated.7 Identification of EPA's ultimate remedy for a Superfund site

may be a difficult task involving a protracted Remedial Investigation/
Feasibility Study (RI/FS). Many litigants may be unwilling to commit
1. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 9601-9657 (1982).
2. The pending Simpson-Domenici-Bentsen Amendments to CERCLA (the SimpsonDomenici Amendments) reduce the minimum acceptable "good faith" offer of settlement by
parties representing 50% of the Nonbinding Preliminary Allocation of Responsibility to 50%
of the remedial costs. See H.R. 2005, 99th Cong., 1st Sess., 131 CONG. REC. S12,191-92 (daily
ed. Sept. 26, 1985) [hereinafter cited as H.R. 2005].
3. EPA may currently negotiate a limited settlement for less than a "substantial portion"
for: (1) cleanup costs less than $200,000; (2) Potentially Responsible Parties (PRPs) who have
filed for bankruptcy; (3) de minimus contributors of waste; and (4) groups of PRPs who, but
for the unwillingness of a relatively small group of parties to settle, are unable to develop a
settlement proposal for a substantial portion of costs or the remedy. See L. Thomas, Interim
CERCLA Settlement Policy 6-7 (unpublished EPA internal memorandum), reprinted in 9
CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. (Interim Bull.) 6-7 (Dec. 10, 1984); see infra Appendix, at 1229.
4. L. Thomas, supra note 3, at 5-6; see infra Appendix, at 1233.
5. See L. Thomas, supra note 3, at 5-6; see infra Appendix, at 1233.
6. While the Simpson-Domenici Amendments do not entirely eliminate these concerns,
they may reduce the number of Potentially Responsible Parties who wish to settle to those
whose Nonbinding Preliminary Allocation of Responsibility, as designated by EPA, is 50%.
See supra note 2.
7. See, e.g., Kowalski, Towards a Cost-Effective and Just Resolution of Potential ThirdParty Claims Under Superfund: The Laskin Proposal, 9 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT.
REP. 640 (Apr. 1985), which discusses United States v. Laskin, C84-2035Y (N.D. Ohio), a
lawsuit instituted long before the government could determine an accurate settlement amount.
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to a settlement payment of a pro rata percentage of an undetermined
amount.' Moreover, a "blank check" settlement raises concerns about

lack of government incentive to minimize subsequent costs, particularly
in an agitated political and community atmosphere.
Another distinguishing aspect of EPA's Superfund settlement policy
is the agency's reluctance to grant full releases 9 to settling parties. 10 Presumably, the sources of that reluctance are an unwillingness to adminis-

tratively underwrite the risk of cost overruns, the ineffectiveness of
purportedly final remedies and the existence of conditions which were
unknown at the time of settlement." Moreover, a full governmental re-

lease may place EPA in the costly position of defending settling potentially responsible parties (PRPs) against contribution claims of non-

EPA policy will not
settling PRPs.1z In any event, a settlement 1under
3

necessarily grant peace to the settling party.
Finally, it should be recognized that Superfund case settlement negotiations may be the subject of scrutiny from Congress, the press and
interested citizens.1 4 The extent of that scrutiny may vary depending
8. However, the same result may be achieved by the government through successful litigation. See, eg., Jones v. Inmont Corp., 14 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INST.) 20,485 (S.D.
Ohio Apr. 26, 1984) (private plaintiff may recover for future costs so long as some costs had
been incurred). But see United States v. Mottolo, 23 Env't Rep. Cas. (BNA) 1292 (D.N.H.
Jan. 14, 1985) (the government may amend its complaint to seek future response costs, but
must substantiate any amount sought at time of trial).
9. The Simpson-Domenici Amendments provide for "mandatory" releases in certain circumstances and "discretionary" releases in others. See H.R. 2005, supra note 2, at S12,194-95.
10. See L. Thomas, supra note 3, at 14-17; see infra Appendix at 1242-45.
11. For example, in United States v. Chem-Dyne Corp., No. Cal.-79-703 (S.D. Ohio filed
Dec. 19, 1979), EPA's refusal to grant Potentially Responsible Parties a full settlement after
funding a $2.5 million surface clean-up resulted in subsequent settlement negotiations to fund
a $19 million subsurface and groundwater clean-up. 10 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT.
REP. 218-20 (July 1985). See L. Thomas, supra note 3, at 16; see infra Appendix, at 1244.
12. See, e.g., United States v. Seymour Recycling Corp., C.A. I.P.-80-457-C (S.D. Ind.
filed May 9, 1980) (settling parties asked the government to provide a defense against a crossclaim filed after EPA fully released them from further clean-up liability). See generally Mays,
Opinion, 8 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REp. 1, 6-7 (June 1984).
13. Two notable exceptions were the full "buy-out" releases granted by the government in
United States v. Seymour Recycling Corp., C.A. I.P.-80-457-C (S.D. Ind.) (consent decree),
reprintedin 5 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP.95 (Dec. 1982), where generators who
were not parties to the consent decree, but who settled for amounts greater than specified in
the consent decree, were given a full release, and United States v. Chem-Dyne Corp., 19 Env't
Rep. Cas. (BNA) 1953 (S.D. Ohio Oct. 11, 1983), where generators could buy their full release
by paying 2.5 times the share allocated to each in the settlement. Under present EPA policy
such broad releases are no longer available. Will, Negotiating EPA Consent Agreements: An
Analysis of 100 CERCLA Agreements, 10 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 546, 547
(Oct. 1985).
14. This factor gains greater prominence under the Simpson-Domenici Amendments,
which require opportunity for public meeting and comment "before entering into a covenant
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upon the extent to which controversy surrounds a particular Superfund

site. However, in some cases this influence should not be overlooked.
At best, negotiations for settlement of Superfund cases are not simi-

lar to negotiations in other types of litigation. With this realization, one
can consider the strategic litigation decisions which may bear on
settlement.
II. IMPLEADER
Impleader under Rule 14 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
provides a procedural basis for defendants in Superfund cases to seek
contribution from third parties."5 It is currently the practice of EPA in

Superfund cases, perhaps somewhat arbitrarily, to sue only some of those
considered to be PRPs under the governing statute. 16 That practice

raises, for those parties who have been sued, the question of whether to
implead other PRPs in suits for contribution. Whether or not impleader
will be permitted in a particular case is a matter of judicial discretion.'

7

This question arises because courts have held that there is some possibility of joint and several liability.'" Should such liability be imposed, a

Superfund defendant may be required to pay more than its proportional
share.1 9 That is, a defendant saddled with joint and several liability may
pay for damages which could be apportioned fairly to one or more unnot to sue or to forebear from suit or otherwise settle or dispose of a claim," or before selecting
any other appropriate remedial action. See H.R. 2005, supra note 2, at S12,192.
15. Attempts to dismiss an action for the government's failure to join indispensable parties
pursuant to FED. R. Civ. P. 19 have been fruitless. See United States v. A & F Materials Co.,
578 F. Supp. 1249, 1260-61 (S.D. Ill. 1984); United States v. Conservation Chem. Corp., 14
ENVTL. L. REP.(ENVTL. L. INsT.) 20,207, 20,209 (W.D. Mo. Feb. 3, 1984). In A &FMaterials, the court suggested impleader pursuant to FED. R. Civ. P. 14 as protection for each defendant against paying a disproportionate award through joint and several liability. 578 F,
Supp. at 1261.
16. Because joint and several liability may be applied, it is EPA policy to sue only those
PRPs who have the ability to undertake or pay for response action. See L. Thomas, supra note
3, at 18-19; see infra Appendix, at 1245-46.
17. See, e.g., United States v. One 1977 Mercedes Benz, 708 F.2d 444, 452 (9th Cir. 1983),
cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1071 (1984); Kopan v. George Washington Univ., 67 F.R.D. 36, 38
(D.D.C. 1975).
18. See United States v. South Carolina Recycling & Disposal, Inc., 21 Env't Rep. Cas.
(BNA) 1577 (D.S.C. Aug. 20, 1984); United States v. Argent Corp., 21 Env't Rep. Cas. (BNA)
1356 (D.N.M. May 4, 1984); United States v. Conservation Chem. Co., 20 Env't Rep. Cas.
(BNA) 1427 (W.D. Mo. Feb. 3, 1984); United States v. A & F Materials Co., 578 F. Supp.
1249 (S.D. Ill. 1984); United States v. Northeastern Pharm. & Chem. Co., 20 Env't Rep. Cas.
(BNA) 1401 (W.D. Mo. Jan. 31, 1984); United States v. Chem-Dyne Corp., 19 Env't Rep. Cas.
(BNA) 1953 (S.D. Ohio Oct. 11, 1983).
19. The Simpson-Domenici Amendments explicitly would permit contribution. If passed,
the amendments would resolve any lingering doubts about the propriety of contribution in
Superfund actions. See H.R. 2005, supra note 2, at S12,195.
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sued PRPs. It is that risk which gives legal merit to third party complaints against unsued PRPs.
The addition of previously unsued PRPs may in some cases facilitate settlements, particularly if their allocable share of potential liability
is significant, based on objective criteria. In practice, impleader brings
more deep pockets into court20 from which settlement money can be accumulated." However, assembling most of the PRPs for development of
a settlement proposal may also increase the final settlement cost. This is
true because the current EPA rationale for accepting as little as eighty
percent in settlement from Superfund defendants is that the remaining
portion can be sought from other, unsued PRPs who are not party to the
settlement. 22
While these settlement factors associated with impleader might be
significant in some cases, they are not the sole consideration when deciding whether to implead third parties in Superfund cases. Rather, there
are a variety of other considerations which may militate for or against
impleader in any given case. Without purporting to be exhaustive, the
following are examples of the advantages and disadvantages.
Probably the most significant potential advantage of impleader is
avoiding the necessity of filing a subsequent contribution case if one is
ultimately compelled in a joint and several liability situation to pay for
damages rationally allocable to a third party. This argument, which involves a potential conservation of judicial resources, is the one most
likely to convince courts to exercise their discretion and allow impleader.
In short, impleader offers an opportunity to resolve in a single proceeding
all remedial liability questions posed by a Superfund site cleanup.2 3
Another possible tangible benefit from impleader may, in some
cases, be an increase in the resources available for joint defense efforts.
The possible advantage depends on the inclination of third party defend20. The number of pockets available during litigation becomes particularly important
when, as in Earthline Co. v. Kin-Buc Inc., No. 83-4226, 15 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INsT.)

20,313 (D.N.J. Apr. 13, 1984), the court orders all parties to bear equally costs incurred pursuant to a § 106 cleanup order until the court holds evidentiary hearings to determine otherwise.
21. In United States v. Wade, No. 79-1426 (E.D. Pa.) for example, while only two original
defendants remained when settlement negotiations began, a number of large corporate thirdparty defendant pocketbooks were also available. 1985 HAz. WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS
PUBLICATIONS) 6915 (Feb. 4, 1985).

22. See, e.g., Mott, How Dirty is Clean? A Comparison of Settlement Devices for Defining
the Appropriate Extent of Remedial Action by the Defendant, 5 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE
LIT. REP. 1176, 1181-82 (Apr. 1983).

23. So-called "toxic tort" actions-seeking private recoveries for personal or property
damage from exposure to hazardous materials-commonly exist in litigation separate from
Superfund cleanup cases and are beyond the scope of this Article.
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ants to join forces with the same parties who have sued them in order to
litigate against EPA. However, to the extent that impleaded third parties

are inclined to align themselves with original defendants, their contributions to joint defense efforts could conceivably spread joint expenses.

A third possible impleader benefit is intangible. Those initially sued
in Superfund cases may resent being singled out for asserted liability.

This is most likely to be true where a relatively small volume generator is
sued due to its deep pocket, while other larger volume generators are not
also sued. Bringing in previously unsued PRPs by impleader may relieve

that sense of injustice. a4
When deciding how to proceed, the possible significance of these

potential advantages of impleader should be balanced against the corresponding potential disadvantages. One such disadvantage is a potential
undercutting of the joint defense position that joint and several liability

should not be found. The decision that impleader is necessary is rational
only to the extent that there exists a real risk of joint and several liability.

Accordingly, a possible defense argument that joint and several liability
is obviously unwarranted may be difficult to reconcile with impleader.
This observation is particularly apropos where defendants expend
considerable time and expense to implead a large number of third parties.
The total number of such third party defendants may exceed 100 in a
given Superfund case. 25 The addition of a large number of new parties
will predictably result in increased delay, litigation costs and case com-

plexity for existing parties.2 6 These factors alone may militate against

impleader, and certainly can be considered by a trial judge exercising
discretion about whether to permit impleader.2 7 In addition to concerns
24. The recent United States Supreme Court decision in Midatlantic Nat'l Bank v. New
Jersey Dep't of Envtl. Protection, 54 U.S.L.W. 4138 (U.S. Jan. 27, 1986), may limit the bankruptcy alternative which small companies may consider in lieu of incurring large legal defense
fees and possible remedial costs. Midatlantic held that "a trustee [in bankruptcy] may not
abandon property in contravention of a state statute or regulation that is reasonably designed
to protect the public health or safety from identified hazards." Id. at 4142 (footnote omitted).
25. Not atypical is United States v. Midwest Solvent Recovery, Inc., 484 F. Supp. 138
(N.D. Ind. 1980), where 12 original defendants filed third-party complaints against 137 other
parties. 1985 HAZ. WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 6972 (Feb. 18, 1985).
26. Litigation costs may begin to exceed site remedial costs, as recently observed in United
States v. Conservation Chem. Co., 106 F.R.D. 210 (W.D. Mo. 1985), which involved 7 original
defendants, 154 third party defendants, 16 third party insurance company defendants and 14
third party federal agency defendants. The cost dilemma caused defendant Mobay Chemical
Corp. to ask the court to stay proceedings for 45 days to create the opportunity for settlement
discussions. See 9 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 371 (Feb. 5, 1985); 1985 HAZ.
WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 6833, 6871 (Jan. 21, 1985).
27. See Perez Cruz v. Fernandez Martinez, 551 F. Supp. 794, 799 (D.P.R. 1982); In re
Agent Orange Prod. Liab. Litig., 544 F. Supp. 808, 811 (E.D.N.Y. 1982); Kopan v. George
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about increased litigation costs and complexity, other business considera-

tions may be relevant. For instance, unsued PRPs may include customers, clients or suppliers of an initially sued PRP. Companies may not

wish to sue those parties with whom continued good future relations are
highly valued.2 s
Additional parties increase the difficulty in apportioning remedial
costs. A case in point is United States v. Conservation Chemical Co.,29
where apportionment of $15 million in remedial costs between original
and third-party defendants was the sole obstacle to settlement."0 The
court ordered the parties to settle within one month or be prepared to

commence trial.31
The usual reluctance to sue friendly parties may be especially strong
in the Superfund context since judicial actions may be resented by third

parties who, by volume, were relatively insignificant. Such suits may be
perceived as a particularly obnoxious form of nuisance litigation where
expenses cannot be avoided due to the inability to individually negotiate
less than eighty percent settlements with EPA.
Another possibly significant disadvantage with impleader is the risk

of disqualification of preferred trial counsel due to a conflict of interest.
In a case involving a large number of prominent, unsued PRPs, it may be

difficult to locate a law firm that gains a party's confidence and which is
not prevented by attorney-client privilege from suing the parties to be
impleaded. It would behoove Superfund litigants to give this matter
some early consideration when initially retaining trial counsel, thereby
avoiding later disputes about whether a chosen law firm may be disqualified if the litigant decides to sue the firm's clients by impleader.
Washington Univ., 67 F.R.D. 36, 38 (D.D.C. 1975); Powell v. Kull, 53 F.R.D. 380, 382 (M.D.
Pa. 1971).
28. A unique and potentially useful approach to third party claims was proposed in United
States v. Laskin, C 84-2035Y (N.D. Ohio filed June 6, 1984). In seeking to defer imminent
third party claims, 20 non-defendant generators proposed to generator defendants that alternative dispute resolution be used to develop an allocation formula to apportion remedial costs if
the defendants were unsuccessful at trial. Each non-defendant generator also agreed to submit
to voluntary, but concise, discovery that would aid generators in identifying PCBs and other
wastes which create higher clean-up costs, to provide technical and legal assistance, and to
contribute $2000 for investigative costs or for alternative dispute resolution. In return, generator defendants would defer third party claims until the government concluded its primary case
and response costs, if any, were determined. See Kowalski, supra note 7. For a discussion of
alternative dispute resolution in a Superfund litigation context, see 1985 HAZ. WASTE LIT.
REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 7475-76 (June 3, 1985).
29. C.A. 82-0983-CV-W-3 (W.D. Mo.).
30. 10 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 218 (July 1985).

31. Id. For an innovative approach to apportionment problems, see Bernstein, The EnviroChem Site Consent Decree, 6 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 751 (Nov. 1983).
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Finally, parties filing impleader actions run a risk of taking positions
which may result in their embarrassment in other cases. One of the more
obvious examples of this situation would be a defendant in a Superfund
case who has been a relatively minor contributor to many other potentially problematic disposal sites. This company may be impleaded in
future cases and then wish to take contradictory positions to those it
might take in the current case. 32 Examples of areas of possible contradiction include the availability of contribution as a remedy and the identification of factors relevant to liability apportionment. In short, parties
considering impleader would be well advised to evaluate, in advance, litigation positions associated with that action which are likely to contradict
predictable, future positions in subsequent litigation.
Thus, with respect to impleader, there exist a variety of factors, pro
and con, which should be considered on a case-by-case basis. The possible effects on settlement are only one such factor. The same is true of the
question of appropriate bifurcation strategies.

III. BIFURCATION
Trial judges have broad discretion about how to order their proceedings, including issuing bifurcation orders directing separate trial proceedings on various issues. For example, a common form of bifurcation
might be separating issues concerning the existence of liability from issues concerning the amount of any resulting damages. 3 Trial courts in
Superfund cases are now urged to enter bifurcation orders specifically
designed to organize the issues rationally.3 4
While they may disagree on the specific form 35 of bifurcation order,
both EPA and defendants in Superfund cases generally concur that some
type of bifurcation is warranted.3 6 One reason for such agreement is that
Superfund cases are proving to be lengthy and complex. Bifurcation
seems to be an advantageous judicial tool to make these cases more man32. This was an apparent consideration in the third party partial settlement proposal in
United States v. Conservation Chem. Co., 106 F.R.D. 210 (W.D. Mo. 1985); see supra note 26.
33. See, eg., United States v. Price, 20 Env't Rep. Cas. (BNA) 2229 (D.N.J. 1984) (Case
Management Order); United States v. Ottati & Goss, Inc., No. C80-225-L (D.N.H. filed May
15, 1980), reportedin 1986 HAZ. WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 8466 (Jan. 6,

1986).
34. N. FRANK & T. ATKESON, SUPERFUND: LITIGATION AND CLEANUP 83-85 (BNA
Special Report 1985).
35. EPA generally favors bifurcation, with liability to be resolved before remedial issues.
Id. at 83-84.

36. See, e.g., United States v. AVX Corp., No. 83-3882-Mc (D. Mass. filed Dec. 9, 1983)
(both defendants and the government sought bifurcation, albeit of different issues). See supra
notes 33 & 36.
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ageable. Another possible reason for seeking bifurcation is that the remedial programs for involved Superfund sites may take many years to
complete. Bifurcation may permit courts to proceed with earlier trials of
issues which can be resolved in advance of completion of long term remedial measures.
By allowing earlier trial court resolution of some contested issues,
courts in Superfund cases may sufficiently clarify legal issues and potential liability to make negotiation of a settlement feasible. 37 At the very
least, the potential impact of any possible bifurcation scheme on settlement certainly should be evaluated. The key decision necessary to a bifurcation is the manner in which issues are grouped for the two or more
separate trial proceedings.
In addition to possible settlement impacts, there are several factors
to be considered when developing a bifurcation scheme. One factor is the
extent to which there may be overlapping evidence relevant to differing
issues. Bifurcation which groups issues in a manner that overlaps evidence into the same trial phases will be most attractive to trial judges.
This is true because of resulting judicial economies.
Another factor significant to the ordering of issues is the extent to
which the need to present evidence on one issue may be dependent on the
outcome of another issue. For instance, the manner in which defendants
may apportion liability may be affected by the court's determination of
which type of remedy would be cost effective under the National Contingency Plan. It would be inefficient to make a trial presentation on the
apportionment issue before knowing the court's ruling on the type and
cost of the remedy. The existence of such dependent proof situations
should be evaluated for bifurcation. A similar factor is the potential for
completely avoiding any necessity for trial of issues dependent upon the
outcome of others. The most common example is where defendant
prevails on liability, eliminating the necessity to litigate damages.38
Matters of judicial administration and convenience are also pertinent to bifurcation. Defendants in the early stages of some Superfund
37. Defendants in United States v. AVX Corp., No. 83-3882-Mc (D. Mass.), used this
argument in challenging the government's attempted bifurcation into liability and remedy
phases, respectively. Defendants strongly criticized the government's attitude, which implied
that once liability was determined, the defendants would be willing to write a "blank check" in
order to settle the case. 1985 HAZ. WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 6970 (Feb.

18, 1985). Ultimately, the court denied both motions to bifurcate the trial. 1985 HAZ. WASTE
LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 7168-69 (Apr. 1, 1985); 1985 HAZ. WASTE LIT. REP.
(ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 7380-81 (May 20, 1985).

38. See Rundio, Risks and Rewards of Bifurcation in Superfund Litigation, 8 CHEM. &
RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 198, 199 (July 1984).
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cases have been able to follow a joint defense approach which enables
plaintiffs and the court to improve communications and file joint briefs.
However, that cooperative approach will not be possible when defendants are in an adversarial position with respect to a particular issue. Bifurcation may effectively extend the time when the defendants can
present united positions, thereby assisting the court and EPA.
Parties should also be sensitive to the substantive, strategic ramifications of various bifurcation schemes. While perhaps separable in legal
theory, the separation of some issues may be strategically disadvantageous. Defendants may, for instance, be loathe to separate the trial of
their own liability from the trial of their own claims against plaintiffs, codefendants or third parties due to a strategic desire for the judge or jury
to know the full story before resolving any liability questions.
A final, possibly significant, bifurcation consideration is what impact
a bifurcation scheme should have on discovery. Some courts may wish
to include within bifurcation orders directives about the timing or organization of discovery.3 9 One possibility is that discovery on issues reserved
to a second trial be stayed until completion of the first trial. While perhaps logical in some cases, this approach can be disadvantageous. For
instance, postponement of discovery on some issues may inhibit prompt
settlement following the completion of the first trial. Where facilitation
of settlement is part of a bifurcation rationale, unrestricted discovery on
all issues may be warranted.
Two particular examples of bifurcation orders in Superfund cases
reflect significantly different approaches which nonetheless may have potential influence on eventual settlements. The first example is a Pretrial
Order entered by the United States District Court for the Western District of Missouri in the case of United States v. Conservation Chemical
Co.40 There, the court ordered a bifurcation directing an initial trial on
virtually all liability and damages issues, with the subsequent trial reserved solely for the question of apportionment of any such liability. Significantly, the first trial was to include both the existence of any liability
and the form and scope of the appropriate remedy.4
39. For example, in United States v. Laskin, No. C84-2035Y (N.D. Ohio filed June 6,
1984), the court agreed to stay all discovery pertaining to liability while settlement negotiations continued on the government's claim of $2.3 million in past costs and undetermined
future costs. If settlement was not reached, the court would order an accelerated trial on the
issue of past cost liability. 1985 HAZ. WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 7167-68
(Apr. 1, 1985).
40. No. 82-0983 CV-W-5 (W.D. Mo. filed Nov. 22, 1982) (Pretrial Order granting bifurcation of trial).
41. Id.
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A considerably different approach is reflected in the Case Management Order entered by the United States District Court of New Jersey in
the case of United States v. Price.2 There the court directed:
That the trial of this action be bifurcated between (a) liability
and (b) remedies including selection of an appropriate cost
thereof [hereinafter "remedies"]; and that the issue of remedies
upon all of plaintifs claims shall be tried first .... .'
One can infer that part of the rationale for ordering trial of the remedies issues to precede trial of the liability issues is that the early determination of the nature and cost of the ultimate remedy may facilitate
settlement.44
Both Price and Conservation Chemical appear to be examples of
cases in which the trial court used bifurcation partially as a device for
facilitating settlements by resolving issues that may make an ultimate
settlement more feasible. Those cases seem to recognize that initial trials,
including the nature and cost of site remedies, may facilitate the settlement of Superfund cases. The early resolution of remedial uncertainties
can also have a bearing on the extent to which defendants may wish to
participate in development and implementation of a site clean-up plan.

IV.

REMEDIAL PARTICIPATION

The CERCLA statutea ' provides that EPA and the various states
may use Superfund money to develop and implement remedial measures
and then sue for reimbursement from responsible parties.4 6 However, it
is the policy of EPA to allow responsible parties opportunities for active
involvement in the remedial process.47 Such involvement is generally
encouraged at the developmental stage, referred to as Remedial Investigations, Feasibility Studies (RI/FS). Private RI/FS participation may
influence the course of settlement negotiations in at least three ways.
First, private involvement can quicken the RI/FS process.4 8 This
42. 14 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INsT.) 20,501 (D.N.J. May 31, 1984) (Case Management Order granting bifurcation of trial).
43. Id. at 20,502-03 (emphasis added).
44. See, eg., United States v. Seymour Recycling Corp., 14 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L.
INST.) 20,855 (S.D. Ind. Aug. 10, 1984) (court bifurcated the action, in part to facilitate
settlement).
45. 42 U.S.C. §§ 9604, 9607 (1982).
46. The Simpson-Domenici Amendments provide for a new, expedited remedial action
agreement with PRPs under certain circumstances. See H.R. 2005, supra note 2, at S12,19192.
47. See infra note 48.
48. See L. Thomas, supra note 3, at 4; see infra Appendix, at 1231.
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should result in an earlier understanding of the specific anticipated cost
of ultimate remedial measures. Because the uncertainty of final costs inhibits settlements, early determination of ultimate remedies could in
some cases remove a significant settlement impediment.

Private participation in remedial efforts may also produce a less expensive final cost than an exclusively governmental program.4 9 Privately
obtained bids are frequently less expensive than those obtained by
EPA.5" Moreover, significant cost savings and more effective remedial
action may be realized when PRPs add their internal expertise to that of

EPA. Superfund defendants' collective interest in a settlement is likely
to increase as a function of decreases in settlement costs.
Finally, private involvement in the remedial process could, in some
cases, remove from dispute issues about the scope and cost of a remedy.
To the extent agreement can be reached on such issues, litigation uncer-

tainties will cease requiring trial resolution instead of negotiated
settlements.
Superfund defendants have several options concerning their degree

of involvement in the remedial process. These options may include:
(1) privately conducting both the RI/FS and implementing the chosen
remedy; (2) privately conducting only the RI/FS; and (3) limited private
participation in a governmentally conducted RI/FS. Each of these options carries possible advantages and potential disadvantages."'
The greatest advantage of privately conducting both RI/FS and
remedy implementations is maximizing the potential for cost savings.

EPA officials have, at times, frankly acknowledged that particular remedies could be developed and implemented by the private sector for less
49. Cost benefits are undercut to some extent because PRPs who voluntarily conduct RI/
FS or remedial action must also reimburse EPA for costs of "oversight." L. Thomas, Participation of Potentially Responsible Parties in Development of Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies under CERCLA 6 (unpublished EPA internal memorandum) (Mar. 20, 1984),
reprintedin 7 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 662, 664 (Apr. 1984) [hereinafter cited
as Participation of PRPs].
50. See Participation of PRPs, supra note 49, at 8, reprinted in 7 CHEM. & RADIATION
WASTE Lrr. REP. at 665. But see Watson, The S-Area Settlement: A Lesson For Managing
Superfund Litigation, 7 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 622, 625 (Apr. 1984).
See Bernstein, The Enviro-Chem Settlement: Superfund Problem Solving, 7 CHEM. &
RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 171, 172 (Jan./Feb. 1984), reporting that the Enviro-Chem
PRP technical committee obtained firm fixed price quotes which were approximately 40%
lower than EPA's cost estimates for the same work. See also Priesing, EPA Allows Potentially
Responsible Parties to Conduct Remedial Investigations,Feasibility Studies at Some Priority
Sites, 7 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP. 657 (Apr. 1984).
51. A fourth option-completely ignoring the remedial process--will not be discussed
here since it is seldom wise.
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money than the government would spend on the same program.- 2 This
almost complete private adoption of the remedial burden also maximizes
the potential for quickening the remedial process by avoiding or reducing
litigation costs.5 3 A final potential benefit of undertaking both the RI/FS
and remedial work is the peace of mind from knowing that an early and
high-quality remedy is more likely to prevent further waste releases from
the site. Given EPA's present reluctance to grant full releases from future liability,54 this consideration can provide future tangible benefits as
well.
The strategy of complete private acceptance of the remedial task is
not without disadvantages. Parties voluntarily agreeing to develop and
implement a final remedy (with EPA approval) generally forfeit their
rights to litigate, at least with respect to the reasonableness of the ultimate solution agreed to with EPA. Their voluntary conduct also may
make it difficult to obtain financial contributions from other, recalcitrant
responsible parties who are unwilling to financially contribute to the remedial efforts and will be in a position to criticize the program.
A privately developed RI/FS must, of course, be approved by EPA.
If EPA disapproves the RI/FS for technical or other reasons,55 the substantial resources devoted to study will have been spent in vain.
Private parties who develop and implement Superfund remedies
may not satisfy interested citizens56 despite EPA endorsement of those
remedies.5 7 There remains considerable uncertainty about what rights, if
any, dissatisfied citizens may have to challenge a privately implemented
Superfund remedy. Potentially responsible parties may place themselves
in the position of being publicly criticized and possibly sued should a
purportedly "final" solution prove controversial.
The remedial programs privately developed and implemented may,
52. See supra notes 47-49 and accompanying text.
53. See generally L. Thomas, supra note 3; see infra Appendix.
54. See supra note 13.
55. See, e.g., Wheaton Indus. v. EPA, 15 ENVTL. L. REP. (ENVTL. L. INST.) 20,959

(D.N.J. 1985) (court ruled it lacked subject matter jurisdiction to hear Wheaton's challenge to
a proposed federal-state RI/FS after the privately funded RI/FS was rejected), aff'd, No. 855524 (3d Cir. Jan. 21, 1986).
56. Such data are typically available for public inspection unless identified as confidential
pursuant to EPA regulations contained in 40 C.F.R. pt. 2. See, e.g., Partial Consent Decree,
United States v. Carolawn Company, Inc., Civil No. 83-2162-0, reprinted in 1985 HAZ.
WASTE LIT. REP. (ANDREWS PUBLICATIONS) 7887, 7888 (Aug. 19, 1985).

57. Development of private-party RI/FS is subject to EPA community relations requirements set forth in COMMUNITY RELATIONS IN SUPERFUND: A HANDBOOK (interim version)

(Sept. 1983). See Participation of PRPs, supra note 49, at 5 & n.4, reprinted in 7 CHEM. &
RADIATION WASTE LIT. REP., at 664 & n.4.
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in some cases, resolve one Superfund problem at considerable costs only
to create a new problem. The parties involved may risk utilizing a reme-

dial measure which could make them new generators for another allegedly dangerous facility, thereby potentially exposing themselves to a
subsequent Superfund case. 8 While such double liability for the same

waste may seem unfair or unjust, that risk presently exists.
The more limited alternative of privately conducting only the RI/

FS, but not the indicated remedy, also has advantages and disadvantages.
The advantages are similar to the previously discussed option of undertaking both the RI/FS and remedy implementation. Those potential advantages are reduced costs, reduced delays and reduced litigation costs.
While the option of preparing only the RI/FS but not implementing the

remedy may to some extent provide those advantages, it is less likely to
maximize them than conducting both RI/FS and the remedy.

While possibly less advantageous, restricting private action solely to
conducting RI/FS may also avoid problems associated with implementing the remedy, such as becoming a new generator for another site subsequently challenged by citizens for such implementation, 9 and waiving
the right to litigate more issues.

However, there are also limitations and problems associated with
the RI/FS only option. One limitation is that EPA policy now appears

to permit RI/FS only for sites it has selected from the National Priorities
List.60 For other Superfund sites PRPs may conduct an RI/FS, but EPA
will not oversee or evaluate it,6 1 and presumably would not rely on it for
any eventual remedial action. In short, EPA will not accommodate parties by shifting its priorities and resources to nonpriority list sites.62
58. It is desirable that any government liability release also release the original generator
from liability due to later waste discharge from the site which received the waste after the
remedial action. See Missouri v. Independent Petrochemical Corp., 15 ENVTL. L. REP.
(ENVTL. L. INsT.) 20,161 (E.D. Mo. Jan. 8, 1985), where defendant Agribusiness was not
shielded from liability because it had arranged to dispose ofits hazardous waste at another site.
The waste was subsequently taken from that site to the Minker site, from which a discharge
occurred. However, current EPA settlement policy requires that liability releases contain certain case "reopeners" which preserve the government's right to seek additional clean-up action
and recover additional costs under specified circumstances. See L. Thomas, supra note 3, at
15; see infra Appendix, at 1243.
59. At least one court held that citizens living near the site may intervene in a clean-up
lawsuit as a matter of right. See United States v. Stringfellow, 755 F.2d 1383 (9th Cir.), cert.
dismissed, 105 S. Ct. 2171 (1985).
60. Participation of PRPs, supra note 49, at 3-6, reprinted in 7 CHEM. & RADIATION
WASTE LIT. REP. at 663-64.
61. Id. at 6.
62. As suggested by Stephen R. Ramsey, former Chief of the Justice Department's Environmental Enforcement Section, perhaps more could be accomplished if EPA published firm
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At sites where a private RI/FS is permissible without remedy imple-

mentation, the private parties must commit to this action in a relatively
short amount of time.63 This can be a real, practical problem where the

task is to be undertaken by a large consortium of PRPs who need considerable time to organize. It also should be recognized that in these situations there will be substantive input from EPA 4 which may effectively
reduce some of the cost advantages of conducting the RI/FS privately.
Of course, the problem remains that EPA may reject the privately conducted RI/FS.65
Finally, private parties conducting the RI/FS will be compelled to
waive any rights to challenge the findings of the study on the final remedy, even though they may object to the methods in which EPA dictates

the conduct of the RI/FS.
A third, more limited, option permits interested parties to merely
participate in the government's conduct of the RI/FS.

EPA has ac-

knowledged its willingness to permit parties to:
(1) review its contractors' work plans;
(2) have access to the site (if legally feasible) to observe well
installations and sampling;
(3) receive sample splits where appropriate;
(4) receive raw data and draft reports; and
(5) comment on each major phase during the RI/FS.6 6
Such limited participation possesses a number of advantages. It implies no waiver of rights to litigate issues, including the propriety of the
RI/FS. 67 It does not necessarily depend on unity among PRPs. In addi-

tion, it allows some early technical input on the development of remedial
measures. Limited participation may also permit the development of an
guidelines for cleanups which were consistent with the National Contingency Plan. Ramsey,
Opinion, 9 CHEM. & RADIATION WAsTE LIT. REP. 614, 615 (Apr. 1985). EPA could then
devote more of its limited resources to recalcitrant PRPs and not impede effective voluntary
action.
63. Participation of PRPs, supra note 49, at 3-4, reprinted in 7 CHEM. & RADIATION
WASTE LIT. REP. at 663. EPA will not engage in "lengthy negotiations," but will set a "reasonable" negotiating period based upon such factors as technical complexity and the number
of parties involved.
64. Id. at 8.
65. See supra note 55 and accompanying text.
66. Participation of PRPs, supra note 49, at 9, reprintedin 7 CHEM. & RADIATION WASTE
LIT. REP. at 666.
67. Such litigation of rights appears limited to use of these issues as defenses at trial of an
action to recover remedial costs. A recent attempt to obtain judicial review of EPA's decision
to spend $17 million to close a site in lieu of adopting the generator's remedial plan was rejected by the court. Lone Pine Steering Comm. v. EPA, 600 F. Supp. 1487 (D.N.J.), af'd, 777
F.2d 882 (3d Cir. 1985).
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administrative record useful in the litigation of the issue of whether ultimate remedies are cost effective under the National Contingency Plan.
Thus, while certainly more cautious, this type of limited participation in the governmental conduct of the RI/FS may be less beneficial
than private action. The savings associated with private rather than public management are lost, although EPA's expenses in overseeing private
party conduct and remedial actions will be saved. There is also significantly less opportunity to control or influence the work of an RI/FS
contractor. In the context of litigation, limited, rather than full, participation also indicates that there may be somewhat adversarial or skeptical
responses to private comments. Finally, this type of involvement may
result in duplication of certain litigation and remedial program costs, like
consulting fees.
V.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this Article has not been to advocate any one litigation strategy as always being appropriate in Superfund cases. Indeed,
these questions are likely to generate disagreements among counsel for
co-defendants in the same case. Rather, the purpose of this presentation
has been to identify factors which should be considered on a case-by-case
basis to permit wise decisions tailored to the facts of any particular situation and to the philosophic priorities of the parties involved. Each case is
unique, demanding a unique strategy.
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APPENDiX

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460
Dec. 5, 1984
MEMORANDUM
SUBJECT:
FROM:

TO:

Interim CERCLA Settlement Policy
Lee M. Thomas, Assistant Administrator
Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response
Courtney M. Price, Assistant Administrator
Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring
F. Henry Habicht, II, Assistant Attorney General
Land and Natural Resources Division
Department of Justice
Regional Administrators, Regions I - X

This memorandum sets forth the general principles governing private party settlements under CERCLA, and specific procedures for the
Regions and Headquarters to use in assessing private party settlement
proposals. It addresses the following topics:
1. general principles for EPA review of private-party cleanup
proposals;
2.
management guidelines for negotiation;
3. factors governing release of information to potentially responsible parties;
4.
criteria for evaluating settlement offers;
5.
partial cleanup proposals;
6.
contribution among responsible parties;
7.
releases and covenants not to sue;
8. targets for litigation;
9.
timing for negotiations;
10. management and review of settlement negotiations.
APPLICABILITY
This memorandum incorporates the draft Hazardous Waste Case
Settlement Policy, published in draft in December of 1983. It is applicable not only to multiple party cases but to all civil hazardous waste enforcement cases under Superfund. It is generally applicable to imminent
hazard enforcement actions under section 7003 of RCRA.
This policy establishes criteria for evaluating private party settle-
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ment proposals to conduct or contribute to the funding of response actions, including removal and remedial actions. It also addresses
settlement proposals to contribute to funding after a response action has
been completed. It does not address private-party proposals to conduct
remedial investigations and feasibility studies. These proposals are to be
evaluated under criteria established in the policy guidance from Lee M.
Thomas, Assistant Administrator, Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response, and Courtney Price, Assistant Administrator, Office of Enforcement and Compliance Monitoring entitled "Participation of Potentially Responsible Parties in Development of Remedial Investigations
and Feasibility Studies under CERCLA" (MARCH 20, 1984).
I.

General Principles

The Government's goal in implementing CERCLA is to achieve effective and expedited cleanup at as many uncontrolled harzardous waste
facilities as possible. To achieve this goal, the Agency is committed to a
strong and vigorous enforcement program. The Agency has made major
advances in securing cleanup at some of the nation's worst hazardous
waste sites because of its demonstrated willingness to use the Fund and
to pursue administrative and judicial enforcement actions. In addition,
the Agency has obtained key decisions, on such issues as joint and several
liability, which have further advanced its enforcement efforts.
The Agency recognizes, however, that Fund-financed cleanups, administrative action and litigation will not be sufficient to accomplish
CERCLA's goals, and that voluntary cleanups are essential to a successful program for cleanup of the nation's hazardous waste sites. The
Agency is therefore re-evaluating its settlement policy, in light of three
years experience with negotiation and litigation of hazardous waste cases,
to remove or minimize if possible the impediments to voluntary cleanup.
As a result of this reassessment, the Agency has identified the following general principles that govern its Superfund enforcement
program:
" The goal of the Agency in negotiating private party cleanup and in
settlement of hazardous waste cases has been and will continue to be
to obtain complete cleanup by the responsible parties, or collect
100% of the costs of the cleanup action.
" Negotiated private party actions are essential to an effective program
for cleanup of the nation's hazardous waste sites. An effective program depends on a balanced approach relying on a mix of Fund-financed cleanup, voluntary agreements reached through negotiations,
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and litigation. Fund-financed cleanup and litigation under CERCLA
will not in themselves be sufficient to assure the success of this
cleanup effort. In addition, expeditious cleanup reached through negotiated settlements is preferable to protracted litigation.
A strong enforcement program is essential to encourage voluntary
action by PRPs. Section 106 actions are particularly valuable mechanisms for compelling cleanups. The effectiveness of negotiation is integrally related to the effectiveness of enforcement and Fund-financed
cleanup. The demonstrated willingness of the Agency to use the
Fund to clean up sites and to take enforcement action is our most
important tool for achieving negotiated settlements.
The liability of potentially responsible parties is strict, joint and several, unless they can clearly demonstrate that the harm at the site is
divisible. The recognition on the part of responsible parties that they
may be jointly and severally liable is a valuable impetus for these parties to reach the agreements that are necessary for successful negotiations. Without such an impetus, negotiations run a risk of delay
because of disagreements over the particulars of each responsible
party's contribution to the problems at the site.
The Agency recognizes that the factual strengths and weaknesses of a
particular case are relevant in evaluating settlement proposals. The
Agency also recognizes that courts may consider differences among
defendants in allocating payments among parties held jointly and severally liable under CERCLA. While these are primarily the concerns
of PRPs, the Agency will also consider a PRP's contribution to
problems at the site, including contribution of waste, in assessing proposals for settlement and in identifying targets for litigation.
Section 106 of CERCLA provides courts with jurisdiction to grant
such relief as the public interest and the equities of the case may require. In assessing proposals for settlement and identifying targets
for litigation, the Agency will consider aggravating and mitigating
factors and appropriate equitable factors.
In many circumstances, cleanups can be started more quickly when
private parties do the work themselves, rather than provide money to
the Fund. It is therefore preferable for private parties to conduct
cleanups themselves, rather than simply provide funds for the States
or Federal Government to conduct the cleanup.
The Agency will create a climate that is receptive to private party
cleanup proposals. To facilitate negotiations, the Agency will make
certain information available to private parties. PRPs will normally
have an opportunity to be involved in the studies used to determine
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the appropriate extent of remedy. The Agency will consider settlement proposals for cleanup of less than 100% of cleanup activities or
cleanup costs. Finally, upon settling with cooperative parties, the
government will vigorously seek all remaining relief, including costs,
penalties and treble damages where appropriate, from parties whose
recalcitrance made a complete settlement impossible.
" The Agency anticipates that both the Fund and private resources
may be used at the same site in some circumstances. When the
Agency settles for less than 100% of cleanup costs, it can use the
Fund to assure that site cleanup will proceed expeditiously, and then
sue to recover these costs from non-settling responsible parties.
Where the Federal Government accepts less that 100% of cleanup
costs and no financially responsible parties remain, Superfund monies
may be used to make up the difference.
" The Agency recognizes the value of some measure of finality in determinations of liability and in settlements generally. PRPs frequently
want some certainty in return for assuming the costs of cleanup, and
we recognize that this will be a valuable incentive for private party
cleanup. PRPs frequently seek a final determination of liability
through contribution protection, releases or covenants not to sue.
The Agency will consider releases from liability in appropriate situations, and will also consider contribution protection in limited circumstances. The Agency will also take aggressive enforcement
action against those parties whose recalcitrance prevents settlements.
In bringing cost recovery actions, the Agency will also attempt to
raise any claims under CERCLA section 106, to the extent
practicable.
The remainder of this memorandum sets forth specific policies for
implementing these general principles.
Section II sets forth the management guidelines for negotiating with
less than all responsible parties for partial settlements. This section reflects the Agency's willingness to be flexible by considering offers for
cleanup of less than 100% of cleanup activities or costs.
Section III sets forth guidelines on the release of information. The
Agency recognizes that adequate information facilitates more successful
negotiations. Thus, the Agency will combine a vigorous program for obtaining the data and information necessary to facilitate settlements with a
program for releasing information to facilitate communications among
responsible parties.
Sections IV and V discuss the criteria for evaluating partial settlements. As noted above, in certain circumstances the Agency will enter-
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tain settlement offers from PRPs which extend only to part of the site or
part of the costs of cleanup at a site. Section IV of this memo sets forth
criteria to be used in evaluating such offers. These criteria apply to all
cases. Section V sets forth the Agency's policy concerning offers to perform or pay for discrete phases of an approved cleanup.
Sections VI and VII relate to contribution protection and releases
from liability. Where appropriate, the Agency may consider contribution protection and limited releases from liability to help provide some
finality to settlements.
Section VIII sets forth criteria for selecting enforcement cases and
identifying targets for litigation. As discussed above, effective enforcement depends on careful case selection and the careful selection of targets
for litigation. The Agency will apply criteria for selection of cases to
focus sufficient resources on cases that provide the broadest possible enforcement impact. In addition, targets for litigation will be identified in
light of the willingness of parties to perform voluntary cleanup, as well as
conventional litigation management concerns.
Section IX sets forth the requirements governing the timing of negotiations and section X the provisions for Headquarters review. These
sections address the need to provide the Regions with increased flexibility
in negotiations and to change Headquarters review in order to expedite
site cleanup.
II. Management Guidelines for Negotiation
As a guideline, the Agency will negotiate only if the initial offer
from PRPs constitutes a substantial proportion of the costs of cleanup at
the site, or a substantial portion of the needed remedial action. Entering
into discussions for less than a substantial proportion of cleanup costs of
remedial action needed at the site, would not be an effective use of government resources. No specific numerical threshold for initiating negotiations has been established.
In deciding whether to start negotiations, the Regions should weigh
the potential resource demands for conducting negotiations against the
likelihood of getting 100% of costs or a complete remedy.
Where the Region proposes to negotiate for a partial settlement involving less than the total costs of cleanup, or a complete remedy, the
Region should prepare as part of its Case Negotiations Strategy a draft
evaluation of the case using the settlement criteria identified in section
IV. The draft should discuss how each of the factors in section IV applies to the site in question, and explain why negotiations for less than all
of the cleanup costs, or a partial remedy, are appropriate. A copy of the
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draft should be forwarded to Headquarters. The Headquarters review
will be used to identify major issues of national significance or issues that
may involve significant legal precedents.
In certain other categories of cases, it may be appropriate for the
Regions to enter into negotiations with PRPs, even though the offers
from PRPs do not represent a substantial portion of the costs of cleanup.
These categories of cases include:
" administrative settlements of cost recovery actions where total
cleanup costs were less than $200,000;
" claims in bankruptcy;
" administrative settlements with de minimis contributors of
wastes.
Actions subject to this exception are administrative settlements of
cost recovery cases where all the work at the site has been completed and
all costs have been incurred. The figure of $200,000 refers to all of the
costs of cleanup. The Agency is preparing more detailed guidance on the
appropriate form of such settlement agreements, and the types of conditions that must be included.
Negotiation of claims in bankruptcy may involve both present owners, where the United States may have an administrative costs claim, and
other parties such as past owners or generators, where the United States
may be an unsecured potential creditor. The Regions should avoid becoming involved in bankruptcy proceedings if there is little likelihood of
recovery, and should recognize the risks involved in negotiating without
creditor status. It may be appropriate to request DOJ filing of a proof of
claim. Further guidance is provided in the Memorandum from Courtney
Price entitled "Information Regarding CERCLA Enforcement Against
Bankrupt Parties," dated May 24, 1984.
In negotiating with de minimis parties, the Regions should limit
their efforts to low volume, low toxicity disposers who would not normally make a significant contribution to the costs of cleanup in any case.
In considering settlement offers from de minimis contributors the
Region should normally focus on achieiving cash settlements. Regions
should generally not enter into negotiations for full administrative or judicial settlements with releases, contribution protection, or other protective clauses. Substantial resources should not be invested in negotiations
with de minimis contributors, in light of the limited costs that may be
recovered, the time needed to prepare the necessary legal documents, the
need for Headquarters review, potential res judicata effects, and other
effects that de minimis settlements may have on the nature of the case
remaining to the Government.
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Partial settlements may also be considered in situations where the
unwillingness of a relatively small group of parties to settle prevents the
development of a proposal for a substantial portion of costs or the remedy. Proposals for settlement in these circumstances should be assessed
under the criteria set forth in section IV.
Earlier versions of this policy included a threshold for negotiations,
which provided that negotiations should not be commenced unless an
offer was made to settle for at least 80% of the costs of cleanup, or of the
remedial action. This threshold has been eliminated from the final version of this policy. It must be emphasized that elimination of this threshold does not mean that the Agency is therefore more willing to accept
offers for partial settlement. The objective of the Agency is still to obtain
complete cleanup by PRPs, or 100% of the costs of cleanup.
III.

Release of Information

The Agency will release information concerning the site to PRPs to
facilitate discussions for settlement among PRPs. This information will
include:
identity of notice letter recipients;
volume and nature of wastes to the extent identified as sent to
the site;
ranking by volume of material sent to the site, if available.
In determining the type of information to be released, the Region
should consider the possible impacts on any potential litigation. The Regions should take steps to assure protection of confidential and deliberative materials. The Agency will generally not release actual evidentiary
material. The Region should state on each released summary that it is
preliminary, that it was furnished in the course of compromise negotiations (Fed. Rules of Evidence 408), and that it is not binding on the
Federal Government.
This information release should be preceded by and combined with
a vigorous program for collecting information from responsible parties.
It remains standard practice for the Agency to use the information gathering authorities of RCRA and CERCLA with respect to all PRPs at a
site. This information release should generally be conditioned on a reciprocal release of information by PRPs. The information request need not
be simultaneous, but EPA should receive the information within a reasonable time.
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Settlement Criteria

The objective of negotiations is to collect 100% of cleanup costs or
complete cleanup from responsible parties. The Agency recognizes that,
in narrowly limited circumstances, excpetions to this goal may be appropriate, and has established criteria for determining where such exceptions
are allowed. Although the Agency will consider offers of less than 100%
in accordance with this policy, it will do so in light of the Agency's position, reinforced by recent court decisions, that PRP liability is strict,
joint and several unless it can be shown by the PRPs that injury at a site
is clearly divisible.
Based on a full evaluation of the facts and a comprehensive analysis
of all of the listed criteria, the Agency may consider accepting offers of
less than 100 percent. Rapid and effective settlement depends on a thorough evaluation, and an aggressive information collection program is
necessary to prepare effective evaluations. Proposals for less than total
settlement should be assessed using the criteria identified below.
1. Volume of wastes contributed to site by each PRP
Information concerning the volume of wastes contributed to the site
by PRPs should be collected, if available, and evaluated in each case.
The volume of wastes is not the only criterion to be considered, nor may
it be the most important. A small quantity of waste may cost proportionately more to contain or remove than a larger quantity of a different
waste. However, the volume of waste may contribute significantly and
directly to the distribution of contamination on the surface and subsurface (including groundwater), and to the complexity of removal of the
contamination. In addition, if the properties of all wastes at the site are
relatively equal, the volume of wastes contributed by the PRPs provides
a convenient, easily applied criterion for measuring whether a PRP's settlement offer may be reasonable.
This does not mean, however, that PRPs will be required to pay
only their proportionate share based on volume of contribution of wastes
to the site. At many sites, there will be wastes for which PRPs cannot be
identified. If identified, PRPs may be unable to provide funds for
cleanup. Private party funding for cleanup of those wastes would, therefore, not be available if volumetric contribution were the only criteria.
Therefore, to achieve the Agency's goal of obtaining 100 percent of
cleanup or the cost of cleanup, it will be necessary in many cases to require a settlement contribution greater than the percentage of wastes
contributed by each PRP to the site. These costs can be obtained
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through the application of the theory of joint and several liability where
the harm is indivisible, and through application of these criteria in evaluating settlement proposals.
2.

Nature of the wastes contributed

The human, animal and environmental toxicity of the hazardous
substances contributed by the PRPs, its mobility, persistence and other
properties are important factors to consider. As noted above, a small
amount of wastes, or a highly mobile waste, may cost more to clean up,
dispose, or treat than less toxic or relatively immobile wastes. In addition, any disproportionate adverse effects on the environment by the
presence of wastes contributed by those PRPs should be considered.
If a waste contributed by one or more of the parties offering a settlement disproportionately increases the costs of cleanup at the site, it may
be appropriate for parties contributing such waste to bear a larger percentage of cleanup costs than would be the case by using solely a volumetric basis.
3.

Strength of evidence tracing the wastes at the site to the settling
parties

The quality and quantity of the Government's evidence connecting
PRPs to the wastes at the site obviously affects the settlement value of
the Government's case. The Government must show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that the PRPs are connected with the wastes in one
or more of the ways provided in Section 107 of CERCLA. Therefore, if
the Government's evidence against a particular PRP is weak, we should
weigh that weakness in evaluating a settlement offer from that PRP.
On the other hand, where indivisible harm is shown to exist, under
the theory of joint and several liability the Government is in a position to
collect 100% of the cost of cleanup from all parties who have contributed
to a site. Therefore, where the quality and quantity of the Government's
evidence appears to be strong for establishing the PRP's liability, the
Government should rely on the strength of its evidence and not decrease
the settlement value of its case. Discharging such PRPs from liability in
a partial settlement without obtaining a substantial contribution may
leave the Government with non-settling parties whose involvement at the
site may be more tenuous.
In any evaluation of a settlement offer, the Agency should weigh the
amount of information exchange that has occurred before the settlement
offer. The more the Government knows about the evidence it has to connect the settling parties to the site, the better this evaluation will be. The
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information collection provisions of RCRA and/or CERCLA should be
used to develop evidence prior to preparation of the evaluation.
4. Ability of the settling parties to pay
Ability to pay is not a defense to an action by the Government.
Nevertheless, the evaluation of a settlement proposal should discuss the
financial condition of that party, and the practical results of pursuing a
party for more than the Government can hope to actually recover. In
cost recovery actions it will be difficult to negotiate a settlement for more
than a party's assets. The Region should also consider allowing the party
to reimburse the Fund in reasonable installments over a period of time, if
the party is unable to pay in a lump sum, and installment payments
would benefit the Government. A structured settlement providing for
payments over time should be at a payment level that takes into account
the party's cash flow. An excessive amount could force a party into
bankruptcy, which will of course make collection very difficult. See the
memorandum dated August 26, 1983, entitled "Cost Recovery Actions
under Section 107 of CERCLA" for additional guidance on this subject.
5.

Litigative risks in proceeding to trial

Litigative risks which might be encountered at trial and which
should weigh in consideration of any settlement offer include traditional
factors such as:
a. Admissibility of the Government's evidence
If necessary Government evidence is unlikely to be admitted in a
trial because of procedural or substantive problems in the acquisition or
creation of the evidence, this infirmity should be considered as reducing
the Government's chance of success and, therefore, reducing the amount
the Government should expect to receive in a settlement.
b. Adequacy of the Government's evidence
Certain aspects of this point have already been discussed above.
However, it deserves mention again because the Government's case depends on substantial quantities of sampling, analytical and other technical data and expert testimony. If the evidence in support of the
Government's case is incomplete or based upon controversial science, or
if the Government's evidence is otherwise unlikely to withstand the scrutiny of a trial, the amount that the Government might expect to receive
in settlement will be reduced.
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c. Availability of defenses
In the unlikely event that one or more of the settling parties appears
to have a defense to the Government's action under section 107(b) of
CERCLA, the Government should expect to receive less in a settlement
from that PRP. Availability of one or more defenses to one PRP which
are not common to all PRPs in the case should not, however, lower the
expectation of what an entire offering group should pay.
6.

Public interest considerations

The purpose of site cleanup is to protect public health and the environment. Therefore, in analyzing a settlement proposal the timing of the
cleanup and the ability of the Government to clean up the site should be
considered. For example, if the State cannot fund its portion of a Fundfinanced cleanup, a private-party cleanup proposal may be given more
favorable consideration than one received in a case where the State can
fund its portion of cleanup costs, if necessary.
Public interest consideration also include the availability of Federal
funds for necessary cleanup, and whether privately financed action can
begin more quickly than Federally-financed activity. Public interest concerns may be used to justify a settlement of less than 100% only when
there is a demonstrated need for a quick remedy to protect public health
or the environment.
7.

Precedential value

In some cases, the factual situation may be conducive to establishing
a favorable precedent for future Government actions. For example,
strong case law can be developed in cases of first impression. In addition,
settlements in such cases tend to become precedents in themselves, and
are examined extensively by PRPs in other cases. Settlement of such
cases should always be on terms most favorable to the Government.
Where PRPs will not settle on such terms, and the quality and quantity
of evidence is strong, it may be in the overall interest of the Government
to try the case.
8. Value of obtaining a present sum certain
If money can be obtained now and turned over to the Fund, where it
can earn interest until the time it is spent to clean up a site, the net
present value of obtaining the sum offered in settlement now can be computed against the possibility of obtaining a larger sum in the future. This
calculation may show that the net present value of the sum offered in
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settlement is, in reality, higher than the amount the Government can
expect to obtain at trial. EPA has developed an economic model to assess these and other related economic factors. More information on this
model can be obtained from the Director, Office of Waste Programs
Enforcement.
9.

Inequities and aggravating factors

All analyses of settlement proposals should flag for the decision
makers any apparent inequities to the settling parties inherent in the
Government's case, any apparent inequities to others if the settlement
proposal is accepted, and any aggravating factors. However, it must be
understood that the statute operates on the underlying principle of strict
liability, and that equitable matters are not defenses.
10.

Nature of the case that remains after settlement

All settlement evaluations should address the nature of the case that
remains if the settlement is accepted. For example, if there are no financially viable parties left to proceed against for the balance of the cleanup
after the settlement, the settlement offer should constitute everything the
Government expects to obtain at that site. The questions are: What does
the Government gain by settling this portion of the case? Does the settlement or its terms harm the remaining portion of the case? Will the Government have to expend the same amount of resources to try the
remaining portion of the case? If so, why should the settlement offer be
accepted?
This analysis is extremely important and should come at the conclusion of the evaluation.
V.

Partial Cleanups

On occasion, PRPs may offer to perform or pay for one phase of a
site cleanup (such as a surface removal action) but not commit to any
other phase of the cleanup (such as ground water treatment). In some
circumstances, it may be appropriate to enter into settlements for such
partial cleanups, rather than to resolve all issues in one settlement. For
example, in some cases it is necessary to conduct initial phases of site
cleanup in order to gather sufficient data to evaluate the need for and
type of work to be done on subsequent phases. In such cases, offers from
PRPs to conduct or pay for less than all phases of site cleanup should be
evaluated in the same manner and by the same criteria as set forth above.
Settlements must be limited to the phase or phases of work actually to be
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performed at the site. This provision does not cover preparation of an
RI/FS, which is covered by a separate guidance document: Lee Thomas
and Courtney Price's "Participation of Potentially Responsible Parties in
RI/FS Development" (March 20, 1984).
VI.

Contribution Protection

Contribution among responsible parties is based on the principle
that a jointly and severally liable party who has paid all or a portion of a
judgment or settlement may be entitled to reimbursement from other
jointly or severally liable parties. When the Agency reaches a partial
settlement with some parties, it will frequently pursue an enforcement
action against non-settling responsible parties to recover the remaining
costs of cleanup. If such an action is undertaken, there is a possibility
that those non-settlors would in turn sue settling parties. If this action
by nonsettling parties is successful, then the settling parties would end up
paying a larger share of cleanup costs than was determined in the
Agency's settlement. This is obviously a disincentive to settlement.
Contribution protection in a consent decree can prevent this outcome. In a contribution protection clause, the United States would agree
to reduce its judgment against the non-settling parties, to the extent necessary to extinguish the settling party's liability to the nonsettling third
party.
The Agency recognizes the value of contribution protection in limited situations in order to provide some measure of finality to settlements.
Fundamentally, we believe that settling parties are protected from contribution actions as a matter of law, based on the Uniform Contribution
Among Tortfeasors Act. That Act provides that, where settlements are
entered into in "good faith," the settlors are discharged from "all liability
for contribution to any other joint tortfeasors." To the extent that this
law is adopted as the Federal rule of decision, there will be no need for
specific clauses in consent agreements to provide contribution protection.
There has not yet been any ruling on the issue. Thus, the Agency
may still be asked to provide contribution protection in the form of offsets and reductions in judgment. In determining whether explicit contribution protection clauses are appropriate, the Region should consider the
following factors:
* Explicit contribution protection clauses are generally not appropriate
unless liability can be clearly allocated, so that the risk of reapportionment by a judge in any future action would be minimal.
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" Inclusion should depend on case-by-case consideration of the law

which is likely to be applied.
" The Agency will be more willing to consider contribution protection
in settlements that provide substantially all the costs of cleanup.
If a proposed settlement includes a contribution protection clause,
the Region should prepare a detailed justification indicating why this
clause is essential to attaining an adequate settlement. The justification
should include an assessment of the prospects of litigation regarding the
clause. Any proposed settlement that contains a contribution protection
clause with a potential ambiguity will be returned for further negotiation.
Any subsequent claims by settling parties against non-settlors must
be subordinated to Agency claims against these non-settling parties. In
no event will the Agency agree to defend on behalf of a settlor, or to
provide direct indemnification. The Government will not enter into any
form of contribution protection agreement that could require the Government to pay money to anyone.
If litigation is commenced by non-settlors against settlors, and the
Agency became involved in such litigation, the Government would argue
to the court that in adjusting equities among responsible parties, positive
consideration should be given to those who came forward voluntarily
and were a part of a group of settling PRPs.
VII.

Releases from Liability

Potentially responsible parties who offer to wholly or partially clean
up a site or pay the costs of cleanup normally wish to negotiate a release
from liability or a covenant not to sue as a part of the consideration for
that cleanup or payment. Such releases are appropriate in some circumstances. The need for finality in settlements must be balanced against the
need to insure that PRPs remain responsible for recurring endangerments and unknown conditions.
The Agency recognizes the current state of scientific uncertainty
concerning the impacts of hazardous substances, our ability to detect
them, and the effectiveness of remedies at hazardous waste sites. It is
possible that remedial measures will prove inadequate and lead to imminent and substantial endangerments, because of unknown conditions or
because of failures in design, construction or effectiveness of the remedy.
Although the Agency approves all remedial actions for sites on the
National Priorities List, releases from liability will not automatically be
granted merely because the Agency has approved the remedy. The willingness of the Agency to give expansive releases from liability is directly
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related to the confidence the Agency has that the remedy will ultimately
prove effective and reliable. In general, the Regions will have the flexibility to negotiate releases that are relatively expansive or relatively stringent, depending on the degree of confidence that the Agency has in the
remedy.
Releases or covenants must also include certain reopeners which
preserve the right of the Government to seek additional cleanup action
and recover additional costs from responsible parties in a number of circumstances. They are also subject to a variety of other limitations.
These reopener clauses and limitations are described below.
In addition, the Agency can address future problems at a site by
enforcement of the decree or order, rather than by action under a particular reopener clause. Settlements will normally specify a particular type
of remedial action to be undertaken. That remedial action will normally
be selected to achieve a certain specified level of protection of public
health and the environment. When settlements are incorporated into
consent decrees or orders, the decrees or orders should wherever possible
include performance standards that set out these specified levels of protection. Thus, the Agency will retain its ability to assure cleanup by taking action to enforce these decrees or orders when remedies fail to meet
the specified standards.
It is not possible to specify a precise hierarchy of preferred remedies.
The degree of confidence in a particular remedy must be determined on
an individual basis, taking site-specific conditions into account. In general, however, the more effective and reliable the remedy, the more likely
it is that the Agency can negotiate a more expansive release. For example, if a consent decree or order commits a private party to meeting and/
or continuing to attain health based performance standards, there can be
great certainty on the part of the Agency that an adequate level of public
health protection will be met and maintained, as long as the terms of the
agreement are met. In this type of case, it may be appropriate to negotiate a more expansive release than, for example, cases involving remedies
that are solely technology-based.
Expansive releases may be more appropriate where the private party
remedy is a demonstrated effective alternative to land disposal, such as
incineration. Such releases are possible whether the hazardous material
is transported offsite for treatment, or the treatment takes place on site.
In either instance, the use of treatment can result in greater certainty that
future problems will not occur.
Other remedies may be less appropriate for expansive releases, particularly if the consent order or agreement does not include performance
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standards. It may be appropriate in such circumstances to negotiate releases that become effective several years after completion of the remedial
action, so that the effectiveness and reliability of the technology can be
clearly demonstrated. The Agency anticipates that responsible parties
may be able to achieve a greater degree of certainty in settlements when
the state of scientific understanding concerning these technical issues has
advanced.
Regardless of the relative expansiveness or stringency of the release
in other respects, at a minimum settlement documents must include reopeners allowing the Government to modify terms and conditions of the
agreement for the following types of circumstances:
" where previously unknown or undetected conditions that arise or are
discovered at the site after the time of the agreement may present an
imminent and substantial endangerment to public health, welfare or
the environment;
* where the Agency receives additional information, which was not
available at the time of the agreement, concerning the scientific determinations on which the settlement was premised (for example, health
effects associated with levels of exposure, toxicity of hazardous substances, and the appropriateness of the remedial technologies for conditions at the site) and this additional information indicates that site
conditions may present an imminent and substantial endangerment to
the public health or welfare or the environment.
In addition, release clauses must not preclude the Government from
recovering costs incurred in responding to the types of imminent and
substantial endangerments identified above.
In extraordinary circumstances, it may be clear after application of
the settlement criteria set out in section IV that it is in the public interest
to agree to a more limited or more expansive release not subject to the
conditions outlined above. Concurrence of the Assistant Administrators
for OSWER and OECM (and the Assistant Attorney General when the
release is given on behalf of the United States) must be obtained before
the Government's negotiating team is authorized to negotiate regarding
such a release or convenant.
The extent of releases should be the same, whether the private parties conduct the cleanup themselves or pay for Federal Government
cleanup. When responsible parties pay for Federal Government cleanup,
the release will ordinarily not become effective until cleanup is completed
and the actual costs of the cleanup are ascertained. Responsible parties
will thereby bear the risk of uncertainties arising during execution of the
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cleanup. In limited circumstances, the release may become effective
upon payment for Federal Government cleanup, if the payment includes
a carefully calculated premium or other financial instrument that adequately insures the Federal Government against these uncertainties. Finally, the Agency may be more willing to settle for less than the total
costs of cleanup when it is not precluded by a release clause from eventually recovering any additional costs that might ultimately be incurred at
a site.
Release clauses are also subject to the following limitations:
" A release or covenant may be given only to the PR.P providing the
consideration for the release.
" The release or covenant must not cover any claims other than those
involved in the case.
" The release must not address any criminal matter.
" Releases for partial cleanups that do not extend to the entire site must
be limited to the work actually completed.
* Federal claims for natural resource damages should not be released
without the approval of Federal trustees.
" Responsible parties must release any related claims against the
United States, including the Hazardous Substances Response Fund.
" Where the cleanup is to be performed by the PR-Ps, the release or
covenant should normally become effective only upon the completion
of the cleanup (or phase of cleanup) in a manner satisfactory to EPA.
" Release clauses should be drafted as covenants not to sue, rather than
releases from liability, where this form may be necessary to protect
the legal rights of the Federal Government.
A release or covenant not to sue terminates or seriously impairs the
Government's rights of action against PRPs. Therefore, the document
should be carefully worded so that the intent of the parties and extent of
the matters covered by the release or covenant are clearly stated. Any
proposed settlement containing a release with a possible ambiguity will
be returned for further negotiation.
VIII.

Targets for Litigation

The Regions should identify particular cases for referral in light of
the following factors:
-

substantial environmental problems exist;
the Agency's case has legal merit;
the amount of money or cleanup involved is significant;
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good legal precedent is possible (cases should be rejected where
the potential for adverse precedent is substantial);
the evidence is strong, well developed, or capable of
development;
statute of limitations problems exist;
responsible parties are financially viable.

The goal of the Agency is to bring enforcement action wherever
needed to assure private party cleanup or to recover costs. The following
types of cases are the highest priorities for referrals:
-

-

107 actions in which all costs have been incurred;
combined 106/107 actions in which a significant phase has been
completed, additional injunctive relief is needed and identified,
and the Fund will not be used;
106 actions which will not be the subject of Fund-financed
cleanup.

Referrals for injunctive relief may also be appropriate in cases when
it is possible that Fund-financed cleanup will be undertaken. Such referrals may be needed where there are potential statute of limitation concerns, or where the site has been identified as enforcement-lead, and
prospects for successful litigation are good.
Regional offices should periodically reevaluate current targets for referral to determine if they meet the guidelines identified above.
As indicated before, under the theory of joint and several liability
the Government is not required to bring enforcement action against all of
the potentially responsible parties involved at a site. The primary concern of the Government in identifying targets for litigation is to bring a
meritorious case against responsible parties who have the ability to undertake or pay for response action. The Government will determine the
targets of litigation in order to reach the largest manageable number of
parties, based on toxicity and volume, and financial viability. Owners
and operators will generally be the target of litigation, unless bankrupt or
otherwise judgment proof. In appropriate cases, the Government will
consider prosecuting claims in bankruptcy. The Government may also
select targets for litigation for limited purposes, such as site access.
Parties who are targeted for litigation are of course not precluded
from involving parties who have not been targeted in developing settlement offers for consideration by the Government.
In determining the appropriate targets for litigation, the Government will consider the willingness of parties to settle, as demonstrated in
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the negotiation stage. In identifying a manageable number of parties for
litigation, the Agency will consider the recalcitrance or willingness to
settle of the parties who were involved in the negotiations. The Agency
will also consider other aggravating and mitigating factors concerning
responsible party actions in identifying targets for litigation.
In addition, it may be appropriate, when the Agency is conducting
phased cleanup and has reached a settlement for one phase, to first sue
only non-settling companies for the next phase, assuming that such financially viable parties are available. This approach would not preclude suit
against settling parties, but non-settlors would be sued intially.
The Agency recognizes that Federal agencies may be responsible for
cleanup costs at hazardous waste sites. Accordingly, Federal facilities
will be issued notice letters and administrative orders where appropriate.
Instead of litigation, the Agency will use the procedures established by
Executive Orders 12088 and 12146 and all applicable Memoranda of Understanding to resolve issues concerning such agency's liability. The
Agency will take all steps necessary to encourage successful negotiations.
IX.

Timing of Negotiations

Under our revised policy on responsible party participation in RI/
FS, PRs have increased opportunities for involvement in the development of the remedial investigations and feasibility studies which the
Agency uses to identify the appropriate remedy. In light of the fact that
PRPs will have received notice letters and the information identified in
section III of this policy, prelitigation negotiations can be conducted in
an expeditious fashion.
The Negotiations Decision Document (NDD), which follows completion of the RI/FS, makes the preliminary identification of the appropriate remedy for the site. Prelitigation negotiations between the
Government and the PRPs should normally not extend for more than 60
days after approval of the NDD. If significant progress is not made
within a reasonable amount of time, the Agency will not hesitate to abandon negotiations and proceed immediately with administrative action or
litigation. It should be noted that these steps do not preclude further
negotiations.
Extensions can be considered in complex cases where there is no
threat of seriously delaying cleanup action. Any extension of this period
may be predicated on having a good faith offer from the PRPs which, if
successfully negotiated, will save the Government substantial time and
resources in attaining the cleanup objectives.
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X. Management and Review of Settlement Negotiations
All settlement documents must receive concurrence from OWPE
and OECM-Waste, and be approved by the Assistant Administrator of
OECM in accordance with delegations. The management guideline discussed in section II allows the Regions to commence negotiations if responsible parties make an initial offer for a substantial proportion of the
cleanup costs. Before commencing negotiations for partial settlements,
the Regions should prepare a preliminary draft evaluation of the case
using the settlement criteria in section IV of this policy. A copy of this
evaluation should be forwarded to Headquarters.
A final detailed evaluation of settlements is required when the Regions request Headquarters approval of these settlements. This written
evaluation should be submitted to OECM-Waste and OWPE by the legal
and technical personnel on the case. These will normally be the Regional
attorney and technical representative.
The evaluation memorandum should indicate whether the settlement is for 100% of the work or cleanup costs. If this figure is less than
100%, the memorandum should include a discussion of the advantages
and disadvantages of the proposed settlement as measured by the criteria
in section IV. The Agency expects full evaluations of each of the criteria
specified in the policy and will return inadequate evaluations.
The Regions are authorized to conclude settlements in certain types
of hazardous waste cases on their own, without prior review by Headquarters or DOJ. Cases selected for this treatment would normally have
lower priority for litigation. Categories of cases not subject to Headquarters review include negotiation for cost recovery cases under $200,000,
and negotiation of claims filed in bankruptcy. In cost recovery cases, the
Regions should pay particular attention to weighing the resources necessary to conduct negotiations and litigation against the amounts that may
be recovered, and the prospects for recovery.
Authority to appear and try cases before the Bankruptcy Court
would not be delegated to the Regions, but would be retained by the
Department of Justice. The Department will file cases where an acceptable negotiated settlement cannot be reached. Copies of settlement documents for such agreements should be provided to OWPE and OECM.
Specific details concerning these authorizations will be addressed in
delegations that will be forwarded to the Regions under separate cover.
Headquarters is conducting an evaluation of the effectiveness of existing
delegations, and is assessing the possibility of additional delegations.
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Note on Purpose and Uses of this Memorandum
The policies and procedures set forth here, and internal Government
procedures adopted to implement these policies, are intended as guidance
to Agency and other Government employees. They do not constitute
rulemaking by the Agency, and may not be relied on to create a substantive or procedural right or benefit enforceable by any other person. The
Government may take action that is at variance with the policies and
procedures in this memorandum.
If you have any questions or comments on this policy, or problems
that need to be addressed in further guidance to implement this policy,
please contact Gene A. Lucero, Director of the Office of Waste Programs
Enforcement, (FTS 382-4814), or Richard Mays, Senior Enforcement
Counsel, (FTS 382-4137).
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